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Quantifying cortical atrophy
E R I C T U R K H E I M E R , C M U N R O CULLUM, DONN W H U B L E
R O N A L D A YEO, E R I N D BIGLER

Most of the methods of quantifying cortical atrophy that hav
the estimation of the volume o f enlarged sulci in the cerebral cortex. T h e
surface area o f the sulci is a m o r e valid measure
measuring the surface area of the cortex, a n d p r
a n d validity.
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Computed tomography (CT) makes it possible to
assess brain atrophy quantitatively.' Efforts at
quantification have focused in two areas: ventricular
enlargement, and widening of the sulci and fissures,
which is often referred to as "cortical atrophy." In
general, methods for measuring ventricular size
have proved more successful than those for measuring cortical atrophy. Despite problems arising from
the partial volume artifact: and slow progress from
linear to planimetric to volumetric measurement'
most researchers have been satisfied with the validity of the several available methods for measuring
ventricular volume.
Measurement of cortical atrophy has proved to be
considerably more difficult. Jacob and Levy: in fact,
have rejected such measurements as too unreliable,
and rely instead on clinical ratings of CT images.
Other investigators have been disappointed with the
absence of expected relationships between quantitative measurements of cortical atrophy and variables
such as age and neuropsychological test perform a n ~ e . This
~ paper proposes using the surface area
of the brain as a measure of brain atrophy. Before
proceeding to data concerning the reliability and validity of the proposed technique, other methods of
quantifying atrophy that have been utilised will be
reviewed briefly.
We will refer repeatedly in this paper to the validity of our and others' methods of quantification. In
previous reports, several issues have sometimes
been confounded in this area. One involves the distinction between the validity of a technique as a
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neurologists' ratings of cortical atrophy.'* Jernigan
et a1 suggest that this low correlation may be due to
bone artifact in areas of the scan image near the
skull, or to the neurologists' unequal weighting of
atrophy in different parts of the brain in making
their rating. We may add to these possibilities a
third, that the construct of "atrophy" which the
neurologists or neuroradiologists rate is inadequately measured by the volume of cerebrospinal fluid
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lifying cortical atrophy
ICC-2 is a more conservative index, in that

b dlfferenceSare regarded as error. ICC-3 will

Relationskips Among the Measures

Brain Surface Area
/'Cranial Volume

Table 3 presents the correlations among the seven
atrophy measures. The mean of all participants' ratings of each variable was used in this analysis, so the
reliability of the measures is slightly higher than
those presented above, The atrophy index has the
highest canelation ( r = 0.82) with neurologists' ratings of cortical atrophy, although it is not
significantly higher than that between the four
widest sulci and neurologists' ratings (r = 0.68). The
atrophy index is relatively uncorrelated with VBR (r

function of brain size while surface area i

that while pairs of tracers were highly correhere were consistent differences between
eans. The linear measures of sulcal and

Kg Computer drawn representarion of slice from CT scan
o f a brain with significant cortical atrophy.
neurological and neuropsychological evaluation and had
normal CT scans. The Alzheimer patients were diagnosed
by board certified neurologists on the basis of neurological
and neuropsychological examination. Mean ages of the
subjects are given in table 1.

y index has superior reliability, but that one
have the same tracer prepare all scans for use
a single study, to avoid the introduction of

CT scans

All scans were produced on an EM1 1010 scanner, with an
80 X 80 grid. The scans were placed on x-ray view boxes
and the inner surface of the cranium, the perimeter of the
brain, the ventricles and any subcortical low density areas
(other than vascular and cisternal areas) were traced onto
tracing paper by each of three of the authors, working
independently. Eight consecutive slices were traced from
each scan, starting with the first slice on which both temporal lobe tips were visible. In tracing the perimeter of the
brain, special attention was given to tracing the details of
all sulci that were clearly visible (see fig). The tracings were
then digitised using a Summagraphics Bitpad by moving a
cursor manually around the perimeter of all relevant structures. The Bitpad recorded the (x, y) coordinates of the
cursor every 0.2 seconds.
The volumes and surface areas of the relevant structures
were then computed from the digitised images using a
The
program written in APLSF on a DEC-20 comp~ter.~'
program computes the area and circumference of each
structure in each slice of the CT series, and then computes
volumes and surface areas by interpolating between slices
using the trapezoidal rule.
The ventricle-brain ratio (VBR) was computed by dividing ventricle volume by cranial volume. Cranial volume
was used instead of brain volume as it represents a more
reliable estimate of head size in the presence of significant
tissue loss in the brain. Because we did not include damaged tissue (for example, widened sulci and fissures) in our
measure of brain volume, the volumes of atrophic brains
were reduced relative to ventricle volume, independent of
head size.
The surface of area of the brain is not in and of itself an
adequate measure of brain atrophy, because larger brains
have more surface area. Therefore, the surface areas were

Results

= 0.33).

The magnitude of the correlation between the
atrophy index and sulcal width ( r = 0.69) is surprising, in light of the relatively low reliability of the
sulcal width measurement. It would appear that the
width of the four widest sulci is a fair index of overall
cortical atrophy, limited primarily by the low reliability introduced by the manual method of measurement. An automated technique of measuring
sulcal width could therefore be expected to be a
better measure of cortical atrophy.

Discussion
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0.82 0.49
0.35 0.93 0.55

between the means of the r
High correlations between

prior concensus about tracing conventions. Reaching agreement about tracing procedures beforehand
might increase reliability substantially.

0.69 0.34 0.68 0.42
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three critical issues are reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity. The atrophy index is
very reliable, due largely to the fact that it is highly
automated. It demonstrates convergent validity in
its high correlation with neurologists' clinical impressions of cortical atrophy, and discriminant validity
in its relatively low correlations with ventricle volume, which appears to be a somewhat distinct aspect
of brain atrophy.
The atrophy index also showed the expected
mean differences between demented and normal
older subjects, and was in agreement with neurologists' ratings in this regard. There was no significant
difference between head trauma patients and a
group of younger controls, while the neurologists'
ratings did show a difference. Examination of the
CT scans revealed that the atrophy in the AIzheimer
group was characterised by widened sulci in all parts
of the cortex; in the trauma group the cortical atrophy was predominant in the frontal regions, and
especially in the interhemispheric fissure. This
interpretation is supported by table 1, which shows
that while the trauma patients had wider
interhemispheric fissures than the Alzheimer
patients, the AIzheimer patients had a higher mean
atrophy index and wider sulci. This suggests that the
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cortical atrophv that is often seen in Alzheimer's
disease and head trauma may be qualitatively different to some degree.
The atrophy index requires fairly simple computer
equipment and the CT film images. When these are
available, it would appear to be superior to manual
measurement of the sulcal widths. When such
equipment is not available, sulcal widths may provide an acceptable alternative, especially if the mean
of two independent measurements is used instead of
a single measurement, in order to increase the reliability.
As discussed earlier, the validity of these techniques has been assessed in terms of their accuracy of
measurement of the physical atrophy visible in the
scan images, as opposed to their correlation with
behavioural variables. It remains to be seen, of
course, whether improvement in measurement
techniques will lead to parallel improvements in the
magnitude of observed brain-behaviour relationships. We intend to report data on this topic in subsequent papers.
The authors thank Douglas Hudson, MD and
Michael Douglas, MD for rating the C T scans.
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